
Word List
READ the words and their meanings.

People Actions

a•gree—uh-GREE 1. verb to think the same way as 
someone else 2. verb to say yes to something

bor•row—BAHR-oh verb when someone allows you to 
take something for a short time, then give it back

ex•plain—ihk-SPLAYN verb to tell or teach someone 
about something

for•give—fer-GIHV verb to stop being mad and make 
up after a fight with someone

fright•en—FRIT-uhn verb to scare somebody

re•spect—rih-SPEHKT 1. noun a feeling that you honor 
someone 2. verb to honor and show consideration  
for someone

share—shehr 1. noun one person’s part of something 
that can be split 2. verb to let other people use your 
things or eat your food 3. verb to use something with 
other people

sug•gest—suhg-JEHST 1. verb to hint at something  
2. verb to give an idea or plan as an option
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Match the Meaning
WRITE the words next to their definitions. LOOK at the word box for help.

  
People Actions

 1.                             to honor someone

 2.                             to let someone use your toys

 3.                              to check out a book from 

the library

 4.                             to make someone understand

 5.                             to offer an idea

 6.                             to say yes

 7.                             to scare someone

 8.                             to make up and forget a fight

agree 
borrow

explain 
forgive

frighten 
respect

share 
suggest
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Right or Wrong?
UNDERLINE the sentence that matches the picture.

People Actions

Tom respects Donna.

Tom does not respect Donna.

Jean shares her pizza with Mike.

Jean won’t share her pizza with Mike.

Sondra frightens Neal.

Sondra forgets Neal.

Neal forgives Sondra.

 Neal suggests Sondra.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
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Dictionary Dare
LOOK UP the words in a dictionary. Then WRITE the word from the word box that 
means the opposite.

  
People Actions

 1. loan                            

 2. confuse                           

 3. disrespect                           

 4. hideous                           

 5. hoard                           

 6. foreigner                           

 7. ally                           

 8. disagree                           

explain 
beautiful

enemy
share

agree
borrow

respect
neighbor
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Blank Out
FINISH each sentence with a word from the word box.

People Actions

agree 
borrow

explain 
forgive

frighten 
respect

shares 
suggests

 1.  Miles didn’t understand the rules, so I tried to  

                    .

 2.  I will never                      Sylvia for calling me a geek!

 3.  It’s important to                      the police.

 4.  Donna                      that we play in the tree  

house today.

 5.  Mom thinks I should go to bed, but I don’t  

                    .

 6.  Taffy never                      her popcorn at the movies.

 7.  Bill tried to                      me with his  

mask, but I wasn’t scared.

 8.  Can I                      your video  

game for a few days?
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Cross Out
CROSS OUT the words that are NOT verbs.

  
People Actions

 1. enemy beautiful forgive attempt

 2. frighten scary exercise definition

 3. verb share throat borrow

 4. respect sidewalk suggest idea
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